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MIKC presenteert ‘INFINITE’ : Duitse en Nederlandse 
kunstenaars die hun visie laten zien op het thema: ‘Energie’               ism.                   

Het- Loket 7 november -10 december 2019

Video ‘The Moonhand’ The Fortunists 
(Andreas Gruner & Florian Bielefeldt)


Oneindig| Endlos I Infinite 

TaNDem Euregioproject


The Moonhand 
The Moonhand is the concept to solve the energy issue on the northern hemisphere.

This simple and clever concept assures manageable costs, no failure proneness, 
maximum environmental compatibility, disengagement from postcolonial 
interdependency’s – and free energy. We want to develop an Equal Speed Powerplant for 
sustainable production of energy: Towed by the moon – to which it is attached to by a 
huge carbon fibre spoke – the Equal Speed Powerplant drives savely on a rail around the 
world and delivers perpetual energy to the countries of the northern hemisphere it passes 
through. In comparison with a conventional powerplant, which generates power through 
rotating turbines by burning coal, oil, gas or uranium, the rotation in the Equal Speed 
Powerplant is generated by the locomotion of the powerplant itself. 


AndreasGruner (*1981) & Florian Bielefeldt (*1977) are the current agents of the 
Fortunists and they digitise and publish the Fortunists works. They are taking on the task 
of the fortunist legacy which is to fill the gaps of the art historical narrative since their first 
appearance in 1947. As the latest generation of this group they also produce a 
contemporary body of work like the Moonhand Project, the documentary LOST DRONES 
or SHRED D' ART which is a multi-performance to solve the asymmetric distribution of 
values in the art market in 2018. The Fortunists received several grants and fellowships 
and their latest work was recently shown e.g. at the Ostrale'O16 ErrorX in Dresden,in the 
Art Foundation Schöppingen and at the Cellu l'arte Shortfilm Festival in Jena.

www.fortunisten.de www.andreasgruner.info www.florianbielefeldt.de
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